
On the letter from board chair Friedman and headmaster Kelly,  May 24th, 2013 : 

 

"The Board of Trustees has accepted the proposal of Commonwealth Mediation that 

Commonwealth Mediation prepare an independent summary of the reported abuses..." 

--  CM proposed an independent investigation -- not a summary of accounts from mediation, 

ignoring the role of the school.  Neither CM nor the survivors agreed to any such summary. 

 

"It is these reports heard by the mediators -- shared privately and in person by survivors --that 

provide us the greatest insight into what happened. The Board of Trustees and Head of School 

have agreed to make the summary report available as soon as practicable." 

--  The School's letter pretends that the School, its files, and its current and former agents and 

trustees could offer nothing further in understanding what happened. As if:  what the victims 

told the mediators is the whole story; there's nothing further to understand, or to want to 

understand; and the School was ignorant and innocent until suddenly learning of it all over this 

last 12 months, despite more than 21 reports of abuse that HM received, met about, discussed, 

and made decisions to bury or ignore or intimidate those who reported the abuse.  

--  What the school has done - lying to those who trusted them; thumbing their nose at people 

who bared their soul and saying they would game their most private information to the school's 

advantage...that is violent. Seriously hateful violence. 

 

"We sincerely apologize for the harm that was caused by the teachers and administrators who abused 

anyone during their years at Horace Mann School." 

--  But what of the institutional failure?  ...Leaders that allowed, enabled or in some cases participated 

in the abuse?  HM is apologizing that abuse happened -- for the harm by abusers, not for its role. 

 

"Given the passage of time, most of the abusers are either dead or mentally infirm; the remainder, we 

understand, are unwilling to respond to the allegations..." 

--  Incorrect.  Tek Lin responded in the NY Times, Berman responded to Marc Fisher and several 

abusers spoke with the DA.  In addition, despite public statements of support for survivors, HM worked 

on behalf of the abusers by obtaining releases from survivors for any litigation against living abusers in 

private, thereby preventing abusers from responding in court or via mediation.   What about all the 

non-abusing former administrators, trustees, and faculty who might talk if the  school encouraged 

them to?   

 

"Furthermore, any allegation of sexual abuse, past or present, must be reported to the Bronx 



DA and the Board of Trustees for review and immediate action."    

--  Except this is not what the current policy, or any other recent version actually says 

 

"On June 6, 2012, with the publication of "Prep-School Predators" in The New York Times Magazine, 

Horace Mann School was confronted with reports of sexual abuse at our school from the 1960s to the 

1990s." 

--  HM was confronted by more than 21 reports it received from 1970 to 2012.  If the opening line is 

intended to mean it was confronted by the article only, it is misleading as well, since the administration 

was informed by registered letter 5 months before publication with questions and a request for 

cooperation. 

 

"We stressed that the privacy of the victims was paramount, and that we would not communicate with 

our community through the media." 

--  Untrue.  HM did not reply to any of the three letters from the Survivors group, but instead replied 

via Kekst to CBS following its broadcast and claimed to meet with alumni which it did not.  Worse, HM 

offered in its public release to publish accounts given privately in mediation despite neither the 

survivors or the mediator agreeing to do so. 

 

"...out of respect for the wishes of the survivors, the Board of Trustees has voted to eliminate the title 

and position of Trustee Emeritus effective June 30, 2013." 

--  This was not the request of the survivors, thereby erasing the title without any accountability or 

explanation and separating good people at the expense of the culpable. 

 

"...a survivor will be appointed to the Head of School Committee (HOSC). " 

--  This is instead of adding any survivors to the Board of Trustees, as requested by the survivors 

 

"Our “nourishing mother” provides the resources and guidance we need to flourish academically, 

socially, physically and emotionally. " 

--  The sum of resources on the section of Horace Mann's website titled "Child Abuse Resources" 

consists of 6 letters written by the administration. No counseling, no assistance, no links, no alerts to 

parents, students or alumni on abusers who were let go to teach elsewhere, just the hotline for the DA 



to report abuse, leaving to them without any support or aid.  Despite the letter stating that past abuse 

will be dealt with by the school, no such support was provided to any victims or survivors who reported 

abuse to HM.  NYSPCC, though hired to offer training, has said their mandate specifically precluded 

contact with alumni or survivors or victims or any explanation of what allowed the systemic abuse for so 

long, thereby preventing them offering any fitting remedy.  
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